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Original sin vs. original virtue. The mind, soul and the intelligence are not the evil part of our nature and this is the problem. It is
the lack of the quality of the good. Intelligence are the tools to see, hear, touch, understand and to learn and to be able to use it.

This is not the problem. The problem is the lack of the reasoning or the intellectual ability to make a decision based on
intelligence. The problem is not to be able to use it for the right one. The problem is not to be able to choose the right path. The
reasons why the Muslims rule the world so easily are the same reasons why they fail at studying the Bible, at understanding what

it teaches, at trying to live a Christian life. It is because of their lack of intelligence or intelligence. That is why they use their
intelligence against us. They use their intellectual or reasoning ability to make a decision that will make them win and to make

them survive. Their intelligence is their advantage but their lack of intelligence is their downfall. That is why I believe that all of
them will fail. Some of them will survive but there is a big difference between surviving and winning. The one who will survive
will win and will rule us because he will have more intelligence than us. The one who will win will have more intelligence than

us and will rule us. Those who are losing in this game are the Muslims who could rule the world but who would fail. The
problem is not the fact that they rule the world, the problem is that they fail. Once we understand how they are failing, how they
are losing, how they are not intelligent, we can win. We can defeat them because we can defeat them on their intellectual level.
We have the proof that we can do it and we will win if we will use the right tool for the right job. Each problem can be solved
with the appropriate tool. If we are losing in a game of chess, we do not look for a king chess piece or a queen or a knight or a

pawn to solve our problem. We look for the right piece, the right tool to solve the problem. We need to find the proper tool. The
problem with the Muslims is the same problem with those who are failing to follow the Bible. The Muslims are intelligent in a
different way than we are. They are not as wise as the Jewish people. They may rule the world but they will fail. Many of them

may survive, may have money but
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